FACTUM
Trudeau Liberals (38%, +2) Maintain Lead Over Conservatives
(32%, +1) Amid Second Wave of Pandemic
While Strong, PM’s COVID Approval Rating (59%, -15 since April) Still Trails
Provincial Premiers (65%, -19 since April), Municipal Mayors (71%)

Toronto, ON, October 28, 2020 – As Canada reaches all-time daily highs in reported COVID-19
cases, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and the Liberals have maintained their lead over Erin O’Toole
and the Conservatives at 6 points, inching up from a 5-point gap in polling which followed the Throne
Speech and Prime Minister’s televised address.
According to a new Ipsos poll conducted on behalf of Global News, if an election were held
tomorrow, the Liberals would receive 38% of the decided vote, up 2 points since September, while
the Conservatives would receive 32% of the popular vote, up 1 point since last month. The NDP
would receive 17% of the vote (down 1 point), while the Green Party (7%, +2) and other parties (2%,
+1) would trail. The Bloc Quebecois would garner 26% of the vote within Quebec, which translates to
6% of the national popular vote, down 1 point. Nearly one quarter (24%) of Canadians say they don’t
know how they would vote (16%), or simply wouldn’t vote (8%).
Despite a widening gap between the Liberals and Conservatives nationally, the Conservatives have
closed some of the gap in Canada’s most populous province:
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Ontario, the Liberals (41%) are now only four points ahead of the Conservatives (37%),
while the NDP (15%) and Green Party (6%) are well behind.
In Quebec, the Liberals (35%) lead the Bloc (26%), Conservatives (18%), NDP (12%) and
Green Party (8%).
In British Columbia, where the provincial NDP just won a majority government, the federal
Liberals (40%) are ahead of the NDP (30%), Conservatives (17%), and Greens (11%).
In Alberta, the Tories (50%) enjoy a substantial lead over the Liberals (31%), NDP (13%)
and Green Party (3%).
In Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the Conservatives (39%) are ahead of the Liberals (32%),
NDP (25%), and Green Party (4%).
In Atlantic Canada, the Conservatives (41%) and Liberals (39%) are statistically tied, with
the NDP (10%) and Green Party (9%) further behind.

The Liberal lead is largely attributed to having a substantial lead over the Conservatives among
women voters and those aged 35-54.
•
•

Among women, the Liberals (39%) have a double-digit lead over the Conservatives (28%),
NDP (20%), Bloc (6%) and Greens (6%).
Among men, the Liberals (36%) and Conservatives (35%) are tied, with the NDP (14%),
Greens (7%) and Bloc (6%) well behind. This is a voting group the Conservatives need to
own in order to do well.
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•

•
•

Among those aged 55+, the Conservatives (37%) and Liberals (37%) are tied, with the NDP
(12%), Bloc (8%) and Greens (5%) trailing. This voting group have typically been
disproportionately supportive of the Conservatives, which underscores their current
struggles.
Among those aged 35-54, the Liberals (41%) have a large lead over the Conservatives
(28%), NDP (17%), Greens (7%) and Bloc (5%).
Among those aged 18-34, the Liberals (34%) also lead the Tories (27%). The NDP (23%)
does relatively well among this demographic group, as does the Green Party (10%). The
Bloc (4%) trails among this voting demographic.

Majority of Canadians Continue to Approve of COVID Response, but Approval Drops
Significantly Since First Wave of Pandemic
A majority of Canadians continue to approve of the performance of their political leaders, but
approval ratings are lower than they were during the first wave of the pandemic, suggesting that
Canadians aren’t as impressed with how the second wave of COVID-19 is being handled.
•

•

•

Six in ten (59%) approve (18% strongly/41% somewhat) of Justin Trudeau’s performance in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is down 15 points when compared to April. The
Prime Minister’s performance rating on COVID-19 is highest in British Columbia (69%),
Atlantic Canada (63%), Ontario (60%), Saskatchewan and Manitoba (60%), Quebec (60%)
and Alberta (44%).
Two in three (65%) approve (22% strongly/43% somewhat) of the performance of their
provincial premier in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is down 19 points since
wave 1 of the pandemic. Approval is highest in British Columbia (72%), Atlantic Canada
(72%), Ontario (70%), Quebec (67%), Saskatchewan and Manitoba (53%) and, finally,
Alberta (44%).
But the highest approval ratings overall go to Canada’s mayors: seven in ten (71%) approve
(15% strongly/56% somewhat) of how their local municipal mayor has responded to COVID19.

One in Three Canadians Predicting an Election by the Spring
Canadians avoided an election after last week’s political brinkmanship, but many (33%) think we’ll be
heading to the polls before far too long. One in ten (10%) think an election will be called by the end of
this year, while 23% think it will happen early in 2021. Another 24% believe an election will be called
later in 2021, meaning that most think we’ll be heading to the polls before the end of next year.
Some Canadians, however, are optimistic that this government can last longer. One in ten (10%)
believe that an election will be called in 2022, while one in three (33%) see the Liberals governing
until 2023 before an election is called.
If an election occurs before it is mandated in the fall of 2023, the more Canadians would blame
Prime Minister Trudeau and the Liberals (27%) than they would any of the other parties individually,
including Erin O’Toole and the Conservatives (20%), Jagmeet Singh and the NDP (4%), or Yves-
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Francois Blanchet and the Bloc Québécois (4%). However, 24% of Canadians would blame all the
parties and leaders equally, while 21% wouldn’t blame any of them.
Perhaps predictably, Conservative voters would largely place the blame at the feet of Justin Trudeau
(47%), while most Liberal voters would blame Erin O’Toole (39%). NDP voters are equally split
between blaming Trudeau (23%) and O’Toole (23%). Bloc supporters would come down heavily
against the Prime Minister (43%).

About the Study
These are some of the findings of an Ipsos poll conducted between October 23-26, 2020, on behalf
of Global News. For this survey, a sample of 1,000 Canadians aged 18+ was interviewed online.
Quotas and weighting were employed to ensure that the sample’s composition reflects that of the
Canadian population according to census parameters. The precision of Ipsos online polls is
measured using a credibility interval. In this case, the poll is accurate to within ± 3.5 percentage
points, 19 times out of 20, had all Canadians aged 18+ been polled. The credibility interval will be
wider among subsets of the population. All sample surveys and polls may be subject to other
sources of error, including, but not limited to coverage error, and measurement error.
For more information on this news release, please contact:
Darrell Bricker
CEO, Ipsos Global Public Affairs
+1 416 324 2001
Darrell.Bricker@ipsos.com
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About Ipsos
Ipsos is the world’s third largest market research company, present in 90 markets and employing
more than 18,000 people.
Our passionately curious research professionals, analysts and scientists have built unique multispecialist capabilities that provide true understanding and powerful insights into the actions, opinions
and motivations of citizens, consumers, patients, customers or employees. We serve more than
5000 clients across the world with 75 business solutions.
Founded in France in 1975, Ipsos is listed on the Euronext Paris since July 1st, 1999. The company
is part of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 index and is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service
(SRD).
ISIN code FR0000073298, Reuters ISOS.PA, Bloomberg IPS:FP
www.ipsos.com
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